-Ped - more open and relaxed - no place to sit down
-old lights
-buildings need spaces, bigger sidewalks, bike lanes
-Need crosswalks on both sides of the street

Cars:
-dangerous for walkers
-add more traffic lights
-parking is too close to patios
-Lee Hwy curve in front of Long and Foster is unnecessary
-Could expand Lee into OD
-lack of openings for shopping
-Lanes are small
-Not enough space for trucks to load and unload

Transit/Pedestrian notes:
-Old — cracks, potholes, unsafe
-lots of buses - should be kept
-See at least 4 bus stops
-more stop signs
-more walking space in crosswalk
-cars going past stop line makes me feel unsafe
-There is a spacious green median, but has no use
-No crosswalk on OD Dr
-Add more crosswalk lights
crosswalk button didn’t work — took a long time to give ROW, then didn’t give signal
Can’t tell which button goes with which crosswalk
Bike/scooter notes:
-No bike/scooter infra
-not even bike racks
-Area is too congested to park a dockless scooter
-have a Bikeshare station
-want taco stand
-want e-scooter station
-only one parking area should be kept because it’s spacious (needs to be remodeled/renewed)

-Unnecessary grass division
-Lack of crosswalk lights (add more)
-Area feels tight (no place to put scooters)
-Lanes are either too wide or too narrow
-Make sidewalks wider
-Make some crosswalks safe and add a walking light
-There’s no crossing street for one way
-Nervous because too many cars
-needs unloading dock
-Add speeding sign because of cars
-”When we tried crossing the sign didn’t come up so we had to jaywalk”
-Lack of stop signs
-lack of shop intersections
-no bike racks / lanes
-no place for scooters
-narrow sidewalks
-some traffic lights don’t work
-Decrease old parking lot for more bike lanes
-more crosswalks
-more little bus stop houses
-bigger bus lanes
-no turn on red
-need stop signs
-bike racks
-open up the sidewalk by Old Dominion and Lee
-keep trees
-fix crossing lights
-Have bike lanes for both Birds and bikes
-very unsafe place for bikes and scooters
-more bike lanes
Survey results that are not included in the report:
What is your #1 priority, of any
kind, for the future of Lee
Highway?

What is your #2 priority, of any
kind, for the future of Lee
Highway?

What is your #3 priority, of any kind,
for the future of Lee Highway?

Density

Public space

Inclusivity

Side walks

Stop signs

Cross walk light

To have safer roads

Make a bike lane for bikers

Put more stop signs up

more access to bikes and
e-scoters

BUSES

Community Center

Parks, better sidewalks and
resting area

N/A

N/A

To make it safe for people to
cross the streets

To fix the traffic signs and order To make it a more spacious and
of the roads
relaxing area

Better road condition

Safer intersection

Better red lights

getting more space for cars and
more sides walk

more safe roads

more safe sidewalks

i would like more bus stops

i want more buildings

maybe a new park

a place for kids

for it to be safe

idk

more space for bikes and buses

more crosswalk lights

walmart

Safe walking for pedestrians

Safe riding for those on a
bicycle

Equalized space for both cases and
public transportation ( buses )

Parks, better sidewalks and
resting area

N/A

N/A

